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Abstract

In a near future, limits on CO2 emissions from vehicles will be introduced, which requires development

of more fuel-efficient engines and most likely a transition towards the use of more biofuels. With the

implementation of biofuels several issues could arise, one being the lack of fuel standards for these new

type of fuels, leading to higher concentrations of catalyst poisons compared to conventional fossil fuels.

This work specifically focuses on catalyst poisoning originating from biofuels and is based on two papers.

The aim of the work presented in paper I is to study the influence of SO2 on the low-temperature per-

formance of a Cu-SSZ-13 SCR (selective catalytic reduction) catalyst. In particular the sulfur exposure

temperature and the influence of the NO2/NOx ratio are considered, and two different regeneration tem-

peratures are investigated. The results show that the temperature at which the Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst is

exposed to SO2 is a critical parameter. The lowest exposure temperature (220◦C) resulted in the most

pronounced deactivation, while the highest exposure temperature (400◦C) caused the lowest degree of

deactivation of the catalyst. It was also shown that the exposure to SO2 resulted in decreased N2O selec-

tivity. Engine-aging of the Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst resulted in decreased SCR activity and increased selectivity

towards N2O formation, which most likely is caused by impurities from the fuel and engine-oil.

In paper II, the influence of the fuel on the functionality of a commercial vanadia-based SCR catalyst after

extended field-operation is investigated. The NH3-SCR activity, NH3-oxidation activity, NH3 adsorption

capacity, specific surface area and surface composition were measured before and after field-operation in

two heavy-duty Euro V vehicles fuelled with fatty acid methyl ester (FAME) and hydrotreated vegetable

oil (HVO), respectively. For the catalyst samples taken from the vehicle fuelled with FAME, the NH3-SCR

activity, NH3-oxidation activity and NH3 adsorption capacity were significantly lower compared to the

fresh sample and the samples taken from the vehicle fuelled with HVO. This is likely due to accumula-

tion of catalyst poisons that originates from the FAME fuel that cause blocking of the active sites on the

vanadia-based catalyst.

The studies of single poison compounds in lab-scale experiments are important for the understanding of

catalyst deactivation mechanisms, however, there are many more parameters that dictates the deactiva-

tion in a vehicle. This can be seen from the engine-aged samples in both paper I and II where a single

poison cannot fully explain the observed deactivation.

Keywords: Emission control; Biofuel; HVO; FAME; Sulfur; NOx reduction; DeNOx; Catalyst deactivation;

NH3-SCR; Vanadia; Cu-SSZ-13; Cu-CHA; Activity test
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today we live in a society where our collective footprint on the planet earth far exceeds

what is sustainable. One sector that contributes to the pollution of the atmosphere and

biosphere is transportation. We all depend on transportation of humans and goods not

least to satisfy food and materialistic needs. Due to this dependency on transportation

legislation was introduced to try to control the amount of emissions coming from this

sector.

The emission standards for heavy-duty vehicles that are valid in Europe at the present

time are the Euro VI standards, limiting the emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and

particulate matter (PM) to 0.40 and 0.01 g/kWh, respectively. These limits must be

met during the lifetime of the vehicle which is 7 years or 700,000 km whichever is

fulfilled first [1]. To reduce the impact from the transportation sector, the emission

standards are becoming more and more stringent. Soon there will also be standards

on carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, which will lead to more efficient engines hence

to lower exhaust temperatures and/or higher outlet NOx emissions from the engine

[2, 3]. Both colder emissions and higher engine out concentrations of NOx lead to

higher demands on activity and selectivity of the catalysts in the aftertreatment system.

Aftertreatment systems for heavy-duty vehicles consist of several parts, two being the

oxidation catalyst and the selective catalytic reduction (SCR) catalyst [4]. The function

of the oxidation catalyst is to oxidize carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbons (HC)

into CO2 and water since both CO and HC are compounds that are harmful for health

and environment. It is not just the CO and HC that needs to be removed from the

exhausts, PM is trapped by the particulate filter and NOx is reduced to nitrogen and

water in the SCR catalyst. The leading technology for NOx reduction is ammonia (NH3)
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SCR where the NH3 is derived from urea and used as the reducing agent for NOx over

the SCR catalyst. Ammonia itself is a potent greenhouse gas so slip of this compound

needs to be minimized as well.

The state-of-the-art catalyst for NH3-SCR applications used today is based on small-pore

zeolites, functionalized with copper, although vanadia-based catalysts are also used.

The zeolites have high activity and selectivity towards NH3-SCR and they are also ther-

mally stable. However they are sensitive to sulfur poisoning. Moving towards increased

use of renewable fuels like biodiesel, sulfur will be increasingly present in the exhausts.

Further, studies should be performed on how to regenerate these materials after deacti-

vation as well as determine deactivation mechanisms to achieve a better understanding

of the poisoning phenomena. The vanadia-based catalysts are resistant to sulfur poi-

soning but susceptible to poisoning from other compounds containing alkali metals,

which are present in e.g. biofuels [5–12]. Many studies of deactivation of catalysts

have been conducted in small lab-scale experiments with single elements but data from

real-driving is lacking. To grasp the full impact on the catalysts when using alternative

fuels such data is useful [13–15].

1.1 Objectives

There are two main objectives of this study. The first is to study the effect of SO2 on

the low-temperature activity of a Cu-SSZ-13 SCR catalyst. The effect of the SO2 expo-

sure temperature and the influence of the NO2/NOx ratio on the activity of the catalyst

are investigated. In addition, two different regeneration temperatures are compared

and engine-aged samples are tested and compared with lab-aged samples as well. The

second objective is to compare the impact of two different biofuels, HVO (hydrotreated

vegetable oil) and FAME (fatty acid methyl ester), on the catalytic performance of a

commercially available vanadia-based SCR catalyst used in Euro V heavy-duty vehicles

before and after operation in the field. The NH3-SCR activity, NH3-oxidation activity,

NH3 adsorption capacity, specific surface area and surface composition of the vanadia-

based catalyst are measured before and after field-operation.
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Chapter 2

Background

Deactivation of automotive catalysts is a well studied phenomenon, however new cat-

alysts and new types of fuels are continuously introduced on the market, which causes

new problems with catalyst deactivation. When new emission standards are introduced

that limits the amount of CO2 that is allowed to be emitted from the vehicle, biofuels

will be an attractive alternative to fossil fuels. When combusted in the engine, these

fuels do not necessarily emit less CO2 from the vehicle, however as the source of the

carbon is non-fossil, the net CO2 emissions to the atmosphere are much lower compared

to fossil fuels.

The following section will introduce two types of catalysts used for removing NOx from

engine exhausts and the most important mechanisms of deactivation of these catalysts

will be described.

2.1 NH3-SCR application

NOx in the exhausts from petrol powered vehicles, operating with stoichiometric com-

bustion, is effectively removed by the so-called tree-way catalyst. However, this catalyst

has a narrow operating window when it comes to the air/fuel ratio. The diesel engine

operates at oxygen excess, which means that the tree-way catalyst is incapable of NOx

reduction for this application. To reduce the NOx present in emissions from heavy-duty

vehicle engines to nitrogen (N2) and water (H2O), a SCR catalyst in combination with

a reducing agent is used instead of the tree-way catalyst. The most commonly used

reducing agent is ammonia that is injected into the flue gas as urea [16]. Urea is ther-

mally decomposed and hydrolyzed into ammonia and CO2 at the elevated temperature
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in the flue gas. The SCR reaction can occur in several ways depending on the NO2/NOx

ratio. The most common route called standard SCR follows the path of equation 2.1.

This is the route the reaction follows when the levels of NO2 in the gas stream are low

[17].

4NO + 4NH3 + O2 −→ 4N2 + 6H2O (2.1)

The oxidation catalyst placed up stream of the SCR catalyst can oxidize NO to NO2

and when the ratio of NO2/NOx reaches 0.5 the so called fast-SCR reaction takes place

according to reaction 2.2 [18,19].

2NO + 4NH3 + 2NO2 −→ 4N2 + 6H2O (2.2)

As mentioned the SCR reaction takes place over a catalyst. The most commonly used

catalysts for this purpose in heavy-duty vehicles are the vanadia-based catalyst and the

copper-exchanged chabazite, SSZ-13, catalyst shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Chabazite structure [20].

2.1.1 The Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst

When the need for more durable and selective SCR catalysts increased zeolite-based

systems attracted interest. Zeolites are porous materials built by aluminum, silicon and

oxygen atoms in different ratios. The first zeolite that was investigated for the NH3-SCR

application was the copper-exchanged ZSM-5 zeolite [21–23]. Brandenberger et al.

explain how the Si/Al ratio and cage size of the ZSM-5 makes it a better candidate for

NH3-SCR than other existing zeolites at the time. Their study also shows that copper-

exchanged zeolite beta is active for NH3-SCR [23].

In 2009 a new zeolite was patented [24]. This was the copper exchanged SSZ-13

zeolite (Cu-SSZ-13) used widely today due to the superior activity and stability it shows
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for the NH3-SCR reaction in comparison with other zeolites [25]. The synthetic zeolite

SSZ-13 has the same structure (CHA) as the naturally ocurring zeolite chabazite with

small eight-membered ring pores (3.8 Å) [26]. The copper-exchanged zeolite SSZ-13

shows high thermal stability and it is suggested that the high stability comes from the

location of the copper ions within the cages of the zeolite [27].

2.1.2 The vanadia-based catalyst

The traditional catalyst used for NH3-SCR is the vanadia-based catalyst where vana-

dium pentoxide (V2O5) is supported on the anatase structure of titanium dioxide (TiO2)

[28]. Vanadia catalysts contain between 1.0 and 2.5 wt.% of V2O5 and the catalyst is

promoted by tungsten trioxide (WO3). The WO3 increases the activity of the catalyst

and widens the temperature range where it is active. It also helps to prevent poisoning

by alkali metals and sulfur dioxide (SO2) [29]. Even with the promoter present in the

catalyst the thermal stability is not as high as for the Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst. At higher tem-

peratures, above 670◦C, V2O5 may form volatile compounds that are toxic for humans

so the operation temperature needs to be kept below this limit [7].

2.2 Catalyst deactivation

A catalyzed reaction does not consume the catalyst which means that in theory a catalyst

could be used for eternity however in practice, this is not the case due to deactivation of

the catalyst with time of operation. Catalyst deactivation can proceed via different deac-

tivation mechanisms that are summarized in Figure 2.2. The mechanisms are described

by Bartholomew and represented by the routes (a) thermal degradation (b) poisoning

(c) fouling and (d) vapour compound formation where the active phase forms volatile

compounds that leave the surface leading to loss of active phase [30].

Thermal degradation leads to loss of active phase in several aspects. The one illus-

trated in Figure 2.2a is crystallite growth of the active phase, which also is called sinter-

ing. This phenomenon primarily occur at temperatures above 500◦C and the presence

of water enhances the sintering rate [30]. Additional deactivation caused by thermal

degradation comes from pore collapse and/or chemical transformation of the catalyti-

cally active phase to non-active phases. The loss of active phase due to thermal degra-

dation is irreversible.
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Support

Active phase

Figure 2.2: Deactivation mechanisms for a supported catalyst [31].

A second route of deactivation is catalyst poisoning represented by the black layer cov-

ering the active sites in Figure 2.2b. Poisoning is caused by compounds that interact

with the active sites in a way that hinders reaction from taking place over those sites.

Catalyst poisoning can be weak or strong depending on how strongly the compound

(catalyst poison) interacts with the active sites of the catalyst. Fouling, shown in Fig-

ure 2.2c is caused by physical deposition of compounds, often carbon based, onto the

surface of the catalyst which hinders adsorption of reactants on the active sites due to

blocking of pores and/or active sites. Under certain conditions the active phase can

form volatile compounds and leave the surface, this is called vapour compound forma-

tion. Some of the volatile compounds formed this way can be toxic, one example being

volatile vanadium compounds formed from vanadium SCR catalysts at high tempera-

tures [7].

2.2.1 Sulfur

A common type of deactivation when it comes to catalysts used for vehicle emission

control is poisoning by sulfur containing compounds. This is due to the fact that both

diesel and petrol contain sulfur. The influence of sulfur, like all catalyst poisons, on the

catalytic properties of the catalyst depends on the nature of the active sites. This means

that whenever a new type of catalyst is introduced, sulfur deactivation studies need to

be performed.
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The vanadia-based SCR catalyst show high resistance towards sulfur poisoning. How-

ever, the newer Cu-SSZ-13 SCR catalyst is more susceptible to sulfur poisoning [32,33].

It also appears that many parameters play a role in how the deactivation takes place.

The presence of water during the sulfur exposure and the temperature at which the

exposure to sulfur takes place seem to play a significant role in terms of catalyst deac-

tivation [32, 34]. Hammershøi et al. have shown that sulfur exposure of Cu-CHA SCR

catalysts results in both reversible and irreversible catalyst deactivation. At tempera-

tures around 400◦C the deactivation is partly reversible and partly irreversible [33].

2.3 Biofuels

In order to reduce the impact the transport sector has on the environment and human

health, a strive for more substantial use of biofuels is seen. Many biofuels can fully

or partially substitute existing fossil fuels. Several liquid biofuels can substitute diesel,

HVO and FAME are two examples of that type of biofuels. Both these fuels are based on

vegetable oils or animal fats, however, the process used to up-grade the raw material

to fuel differs for the two fuels. FAME is the one of the two fuels that is referred to as

biodiesel. The process used to produce FAME is transesterification of the fat or oil with

methanol (most commonly used) [35]. To produce HVO the oil or fat is hydrotreated,

which gives a product referred to as renewable diesel fuel [36].

The standards that exist for biofuels are not as extensive as the standards for, e.g.,

diesel and petrol [35]. This causes irregular quality of the fuels depending on the raw

material, which can vary substantially from country to country. This can also cause a

more rapid deactivation of the catalysts due to higher content of various catalyst poisons

in the fuel.
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Chapter 3

Experimental methods

3.1 Catalyst samples

The results presented in this thesis are based on experiments performed on two different

main types of catalysts, the copper exchanged zeolite and the vanadia-based catalyst. In

paper I two slightly different Cu-SSZ-13 catalysts, denoted catalyst A and B, were used

and in paper II one vanadia-based catalysts supported on TiO2 and promoted by WO3

was used. The catalysts were provided by external parties.

The difference between catalyst A and B in paper I is quite small, catalyst B has a slightly

lower washcoat loading and a slightly higher copper content in the washcoat. Catalyst

A was used for lab-aging while catalyst B was used for engine-aging.

In paper II where the vanadia-based catalyst was studied, one sample was taken from

a heavy-duty vehicle that was fuelled by HVO, a second sample came from the same

type of vehicle but the fuel used to power this vehicle was FAME. A fresh reference sam-

ple with the same composition as the field-aged samples was also included. The HVO

and FAME samples experienced field-operation in EURO V systems without oxidation

catalyst or particulate filter between the engine and the SCR catalyst. The reason to

exclude the oxidation catalyst and filter is that the SCR catalysts are exposed to the

engine out exhaust. This, however, most likely causes significant differences in catalytic

performance between the inlet and the outlet of the SCR catalyst. Therefore, one sam-

ple core from the inlet section of the field-aged SCR catalysts and one sample core from

the outlet section of theses catalysts were taken. The samples are denoted according to

the fuel used and its original location in the SCR catalyst, e.g. FAMEin is a sample taken
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from the inlet section of the SCR catalyst used in the FAME powered vehicle.

3.1.1 Sulfur deactivation

The fresh Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst samples of Catalyst A were subjected to sulfur in the form

of SO2. As mentioned previously this was performed in lab-scale. The aim was to inves-

tigate how the temperature during sulfur exposure impacts the degree of deactivation.

Four different temperatures during sulfur exposure were investigated, 220, 280, 350

and 400◦C, and the SCR activity of the catalysts was tested before and after sulfur expo-

sure. The total amount of sulfur that passed the catalyst during lab-aging was 34 g/dm3

Catalyst B was subjected to deactivation in a vehicle, which means that several assump-

tions must be made to calculate the amount of sulfur that passed the catalyst. The

assumptions made in this study regarded fuel consumption, oil consumption and sulfur

content in both fuel and oil. The calculated sulfur exposure (depending on catalyst vol-

ume and distance) was 8 mg/(dm3 SCR catalyst and 100 km). To be able to compare

Catalyst A and B, one lab-scale experiment at 280◦C was performed for Catalyst B as

well. It should also be pointed out that the conditions for vehicle and lab-scale aging

differs since, for example, no NH3 is present during aging in lab-scale whereas NH3 is

present during vehicle aging. The temperature is lower and constant during lab-aging,

while the temperature constantly varies during vehicle aging. The concentration of sul-

fur is much higher in the lab-scale aging and the time that the sample is subjected to

the poison is much shorter than for the vehicle aged sample.

3.2 Ex situ catalyst characterization

3.2.1 X-ray flourescence (XRF)

X-ray flourescence is used to determine the elemental composition of a sample. In paper

I, XRF is used to determine and semi-quantitatively determine the elemental composi-

tion of the fresh and deactivated catalyst samples. The samples were cut into an inlet

and an outlet part to detect differences between the two. The sample was mixed with a

binder and ground into a fine powder that was dried and then pressed to a pellet.

The sample pellet was then subjected to X-rays that excite an electron from one of the

inner orbitals of the atom, which in turn lead to that an electron in a higher orbital
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moves to the lower orbital to fill the gap by emitting a photon of lower energy than

the X-ray it was subjected to [37]. The intensity and energy of the emitted photons are

measured which gives a quantitative measurements on the elements detected.

It should be pointed out that this method do not quantify the amount of sulfur in the

sample exactly correct since no reference is taken, however it works well for compar-

isons between the different samples.

3.2.2 Nitrogen physisorption

To detect deactivation in the form of pore collapse and fouling the specific surface area

could be determined. This is performed by nitrogen physisorption and this method is

used in paper II. The measurement is performed by measuring the volume of nitrogen

that is adsorbed/desorbed on the surface of the sample at 77 K at different pressures

to form adsoption and desorption isotherms. To calculate the surface area from the ph-

ysisorption measurements, a theoretical method is needed, the one used here is the BET

method [38]. To use this method some assumptions are needed; (1) ideal behaviour

of nitrogen gas molecules, (2) a monolayer of nitrogen is formed on the surface of the

sample, (3) all sites on the sample surface are equal, (4) no interaction between ad-

sorbed nitrogen molecules, and (5) the adsorbed nitrogen molecules do not move on

the surface.

3.2.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is an analysis method used to measure and quantify

the elemental composition of the surface of a sample. In paper II the surface is defined as

the top 4-5 nm of the sample. The method can also be used to identify the chemical and

electronic states of the elements found on the surface. The spectra used to determine

the above mentioned elemental properties are obtained by irradiating the sample with

monochromatic X-rays while measuring the number of photoelectrons that escape from

the surface of the sample and the kinetic energy of these electrons, see an example in

Figure 4.2. Each element has core electrons with unique binding energies which makes

it possible to identify almost all elements, hydrogen and helium are the two elements

that are difficult to detect with this technique.
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Figure 3.1: XPS spectrum of a V2O5-WO3/TiO2 SCR catalyst.

3.3 In situ catalyst characterization

3.3.1 Evaluation of the Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst in a gas flow reactor

The gas flow reactor used for the experiments described in this section (except for the

SO2 experiments that are performed in the system described in the next section) consists

of a horizontal quartz tube heated by a furnace. Bronkhorst Hi-Tech gas flow controllers

were used to control the gas flow and a CEM (controlled evaporator and mixer) system

from the same manufacturer was used to provide the feed with water. The effluent

gases were detected using an AVL Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR). The

temperature was monitored with thermocouples positioned in the inlet and outlet of

the catalyst sample.

Catalyst A was evaluated according to Figure 3.2.The samples were first exposed to a

degreening procedure where the sample was subjected to 10 vol.-% O2, 5 vol.-% H2O

and argon as balance (base feed) at 500◦C for 1 h. Before the activity was evaluated,

at both temperatures an ammonia saturation step was performed to be able to compare

the total ammonia storage ability of the samples. The activity test protocol can be seen

in Table 3.1. The activity of the fresh sample was measured by performing standard

SCR, NO2-rich SCR and fast SCR tests at two temperatures, 220 and 280◦C.

12



Degreening Activity test
Sulfur 

poisoning
Activity test 

Regeneration 
500

Activity test
Regeneration

700
Activity test

Fresh activity Sulfur-exposed 
activity

Regenerated activity

Figure 3.2: Experimental procedure for Catalyst A (Paper I).

The sulfur poisoning step in the experimental procedure, Figure 3.2, was performed by

subjecting the sample to SO2 for 8 hours at a constant temperature (220, 280, 350 or

400◦C). The space velocity used for the sulfur poisoning step was 60,000 h−1 and the

composition of the gas feed was the base feed plus 50 vol.-ppm SO2.

Table 3.1: Activity test procedure. GHSV: 120,000 h−1 with base feed. The procedure

was performed at both 220 and 280◦C.

Step NO NO2 NH3 Description

(vol.-ppm) (vol.-ppm) (vol.-ppm)

1 1000 0 0 Ref. NOx concentration standard SCR

2 500 500 0 Ref. NOx concentration fast SCR

3 250 750 0 Ref. NOx concentration NO2-rich SCR

4 0 0 0 N2

5 0 0 1000 Saturation with NH3 and ref. NH3 conc.

6 1000 0 1000 Standard SCR activity

7 250 750 1000 NO2-rich SCR activity

8 500 500 1000 Fast SCR activity

9 1000 0 0 Removal of NH3 from the surface

and ref. NO concentration

Two regeneration steps were performed, the first one at 500◦C for 30 min and the sec-

ond one at 700◦C for 30 min. The samples were subjected to base feed at a space

velocity of 120,000 h−1. The two temperatures were chosen as a realistic deSOx tem-

perature that could be achieved in a heavy-duty vehicle without too high fuel penalty

(500◦C) and as a temperature where most or all sulfur would be desorbed and the
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activity completely regained according to literature for similar catalysts [39,40].

SCR reactions

The type of SCR reaction (standard, fast and NO2-rich) which dominates in the SCR

catalyst depends on the NO2/NOx ratio. For low NO2/NOx ratios or in absence of NO2

in the feed, the dominating reaction that takes place over the catalyst is the standard

SCR reaction described by equation 2.1, which is repeated below.

4NO + 4NH3 + O2 −→ 4N2 + 6H2O

In the new Euro VI systems, an oxidation catalyst is placed up-stream of the SCR catalyst

which can lead to oxidation of NO to NO2, which in turn results in a higher NO2/NOx

ratio. The dominating SCR reaction that takes place over the SCR catalyst during these

conditions is called the fast SCR reaction and is described by equation 2.2 and repeated

below.

2NO + 4NH3 + 2NO2 −→ 4N2 + 6H2O

If the NO2/NOx ratio is higher than one, two reaction routes, described below in equa-

tion 3.1 and 3.2 [17], dominate.

8NO2 + 6NH3 −→ 7N2O + 9H2O (3.1)

4NO2 + 4NH3 + O2 −→ 4N2O + 6H2O (3.2)

The gas feed composition during the tree types of SCR experiments are stated in Table

3.1.

SO2 oxidation

The reactor system used for the SO2 oxidation experiments is the same as used to eval-

uate the catalytic properties of the vanadia-based catalysts and it is described in the

following section. Due to gas flow limitations, the GHSV used for the SO2 oxidation

experiments was 33,700 h−1. The gas composition was 100 vol.-ppm SO2, 8 vol.-% O2

and argon as balance. The experiment was conducted in temperature steps of 50◦C from
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200 to 500◦C and the effluent gases were detected by a gas-phase FTIR spectrometer

(MKS 2030 HS). The remaining sulfur on the sample was measured by a sulfur analyzer

(Leco CS230) after grinding and drying of the sample at 105◦C.

3.3.2 Calculations

NH3 storage

To calculate the total ammonia storage at respective test temperature, equation 3.3 was

used

nNH3 = (yNH3,in · t−
∫ t

0
yNH3,outdt) · vtot · Ptot

R · T
(3.3)

where nNH3 is the amount in mol of NH3 stored on the catalyst, yNH3,in is the volume

fraction of NH3, obtained by the FTIR, t is the time in seconds, T is the temperature

in Kelvin, R is the gas constant 8.314 [Pa m3mol−1K−1], vtot is the total volumetric

flow rate [m3s−1] and Ptot is the total pressure in pascal. The part of equation 3.3

within brackets comes from step 5 in Table 3.1 by plotting NH3 concentration versus

time and integrating between the inlet and outlet NH3 concentration. The amount of

desorbed/adsorbed SO2 in the SO2 oxidation experiment is quantified in a similar way.

Apparent rate constant

To be able to compare the activity of the differently treated catalysts A and B, the ap-

parent rate constant was determined by equation 3.4 for the standard SCR reaction.

− k = FNOx,in

cNOx,in · v
ln(1− X

100) (3.4)

where k is the apparent rate constant in s−1, X is the NO conversion in percent, FNOx,in

is the molar flow rate of NOx in the feed [mol s−1], cNOx,in is the concentration of NOx

in the feed [mol dm3] and V is the volume [dm3]. The reaction order was assumed to

be 1st order with respect to NOx and 0th order with respect to NH3. The dependence

on the ammonia concentration is not actually zero but it is weaker than first order. The

error is however the same for all samples since the experiments are performed at the

same conditions. This means that the error cancels out when comparing the samples.
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Overall sulfur capture

In paper I the overall sulfur capture (OASC) was defined according to equation 3.5

OASC = amount sulfur captured by the catalyst

total sulfur throughput of catalyst
· 100 [%] (3.5)

How to calculate the sulfur throughput of the vehicle aged catalysts was described in

section 3.1.1.

3.3.3 Evaluation of the vanadia-based catalyst in gas flow reactor

The gas flow reactor used for the experiments in this section, and the SO2 experiments

in the previous section, is slightly different to the one described and used for conduc-

tion the experiments on the Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst. The reactor consist of a quartz tube

heated by a resistive heating coil. The gas flow is controlled by Bronkhorst Hi-Tech gas

flow controllers and a CEM system from the same producer controls the water dosing.

Thermocouples placed in the center and front of the catalyst are used to monitor any

exotherms and controlling the heating system, respectively. The product gases are de-

tected with an internally calibrated FTIR spectrometer, which means that a molecule

without a net-change in dipole moment as it vibrates or rotates, can not be detected.

One example of such a molecule is N2.

The experiments conducted for the vanadium catalyst in this set up were NH3-SCR,

NH3 oxidation and NH3-TPD in that order. The space velocity was the same for all

experiments, 40,000 h−1.

NH3-SCR

The type of SCR experiments conducted in this section was the standard SCR experi-

ment. The dominating SCR reaction that takes place in these experiments is described

in equation 3.3.1. No degreening of the vanadia-based catalyst samples were performed

before NH3-SCR experiments since such a procedure potentially could remove contam-

inants from the surface of the samples, which is not desired in this deactivation study.

The gas composition used in these experiments were as follows, 400 vol.-ppm NH3, 400

vol.-ppm NO, 8 vol.-% O2, 5 vol.-% H2O and argon balance. The experiments were

performed in a temperature ramp from 500 to 100◦C with a 5◦C/min cooling.
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NH3 oxidation

To detect if the selectivity of NH3 oxidation to the preferred NH3 SCR reaction over the

field-aged catalysts has changed, an ammonia oxidation experiment was performed.

The NH3 oxidation experiment was conducted after the SCR experiment by subjecting

the sample to 400 vol.-ppm NH3, 8 vol.-% O2, 5 vol.-% H2O and argon as balance while

performing the same temperature ramp as for the SCR experiments.

NH3-TPD

By performing temperature programmed desorption (TPD) experiments it is possible

to detect changes in number and type of active sites. In the NH3-TPD experiment, the

sample is first saturated with NH3 at 150◦C by flowing 400 vol.-ppm NH3 in argon over

the sample for 45 minutes. When the sample was saturated with NH3, the sample was

exposed to argon to remove loosely bound NH3 from the surface of the catalyst sample.

The temperature was then linearly increased to 500◦C at a rate of 20◦C/min while the

desorbed amount of NH3 continuously was measured.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

This thesis is based on two independent studies presented in paper I and II, respectively.

In the study presented in paper I, the effect of SO2 on the low-temperature activity

of a Cu-SSZ-13 SCR catalyst was studied. Specifically the effect of the SO2 exposure

temperature and the influence of the NO2/NOx ratio on the activity of the catalyst was

investigated. In addition, two different regeneration temperatures were compared and

engine-aged samples were tested and compared with lab-aged samples. In paper II,

the impact of powering the vehicle with two different biofuels, FAME and HVO, on the

catalytic performance of a commercially available vanadia-based SCR catalyst used in

Euro V heavy-duty vehicles before and after field-operation, was investigated.

4.1 Sulfur exposure of the Cu-SSZ-13 SCR catalyst

To compare the activity of a fresh sample with the samples exposed to sulfur, standard,

fast and NO2-rich SCR experiments were performed. In Figure 4.1 the activity results

at 280◦C for the fresh sample (left) and the sample exposed to SO2 (right) at 280◦C

are shown. The graphs show the outlet concentrations of NO, NO2, N2O and NH3 in

vol.-ppm. The inlet gas composition was 1000 vol.-ppm NOx, 1000 vol.-ppm NH3, 10

vol.-% O2, 5 vol.-% H2O with a space velocity of 120,000 h1.

It can clearly be seen in Figure 4.1 that subjecting the catalyst to SO2 is detrimental

in terms of activity for NOx reduction. The figure also shows that the impact of SO2

exposure differs for the three different types of SCR reactions tested. The standard

SCR reaction is most severely affected by the SO2 exposure while the impact on the

fast SCR reaction is minor. The impact of SO2 is also dependent on the SO2 exposure
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Figure 4.1: Outlet concentrations of NO, NO2, N2O and NH3 during NH3 exposure

and standard SCR, NO2-rich SCR and fast SCR activity tests of a fresh Cu-SSZ-13 SCR

catalyst sample (left) and a sample exposed to SO2 at 280◦C (right) (Paper I).

temperature, which is evident from Figure 4.2 where the relative rate constant for the

standard SCR reaction for each sample at two different temperatures is presented. The

relative rate constant is a comparison between the rate constant of the samples exposed

to SO2 and the fresh sample, expressed in percent.
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Figure 4.2: Relative rate constant at 220 and 280◦C for Cu-SSZ-13 SCR catalyst samples

exposed to SO2 at 220, 280, 350 and 400◦C (Paper I) .

The results in Figure 4.2 show that increasing the SO2 exposure temperature results

in an increased relative rate constant, which is in line with the results for for Cu-SSZ-
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13 by Wijayanti et al. [34]. Not only the activity for NOx reduction is impacted by

SO2 exposure, the N2O selectivity is also affected. The results presented in Figure 4.3

show how the N2O selectivity changes with type of SCR reaction and SO2 exposure

temperature. It can be seen that a higher NO2/NOx ratio results in increased N2O

selectivity, which is in agreement with what Toops et al. have found [41].
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Figure 4.3: N2O selectivity of fresh, SO2-exposed and regenerated Cu-SSZ-13 SCR cat-

alyst samples during a) standard and fast SCR reaction conditions at 220◦C, and b)

standard, fast and NO2-rich SCR reaction conditions at 280◦C (Paper I).

When the decrease in N2O selectivity is compared to the decrease in NOx reduction

it can be seen that the low-temperature SO2 exposure results in a decrease of similar

magnitude for both parameters. However, at the higher SO2 exposure temperatures the

decrease in N2O selectivity is proportionally higher then the decrease in NOx reduction.

This could be explained by the presence of two different types of Cu2+ sites in the

zeolite, one type of sites in the 8-membered ring (8MR) and one type in the 6-membered

ring (6MR) [42–44]. The Cu2+ sites in the 6MR have been proposed to be responsible

for the SCR reaction while the site in the 8MR have been proposed to be responsible

for oxidation as well as SCR reactions. The two types of sites respond to SO2 exposure

differently where the sites in the 8MR are more severely impacted which is caused

by the weaker interaction between copper and the zeolite. At the higher exposure

temperatures, less sulfur adsorbs on the catalyst surface during the SO2 exposure (see

table 4.1) resulting in less deactivation of the sites in the 6MR and a relatively higher

decrease in N2O selectivity in comparison to the decrease in NOx reduction.
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For the samples exposed to SO2 at lower temperatures, the ammonia storage capacity

seems to be unaffected even though the SCR activity is severely affected 4.4. This

could be caused by storage of ammonia as ammonium sulfate-like species by the sulfur

blocking the active copper sites. However, at higher exposure temperatures, the storage

capacity increases after sulfur exposure with the most substantial increase at the highest

exposure temperature. This is likely caused by the fact that at higher temperatures more

of the adsorbed SO2 is oxidized to SO3 which in turn more readily reacts with the copper

sites to form acidic sulfate sites where additional NH3 can be stored. At the regeneration

temperature of 700◦C, the acidic sulfate species decompose which results in a similar

NH3 adsorption capacity as for the fresh sample.
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Figure 4.4: Total NH3 storage at 220◦C for fresh, SO2 exposed and regenerated Cu-

SSZ-13 SCR catalyst samples (Paper I).

The sulfate species that can store additional NH3 were found to be formed above 300◦C

[45]. The trend with increased NH3 storage for samples exposed to SO2 at higher tem-

peratures was not seen when the experiments were performed at 280◦C.

To investigate whether or not SO2 can form SO3 over the Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst, SO2 ox-

idation experiments were performed. The results of these experiments are shown in

Figure 4.5. The sulfur balance is defined as the amount of sulfur at the outlet of the

reactor system, in the form of SO2 and SO3 combined, subtracted from the inlet amount
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of sulfur, in the form of SO2.
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Figure 4.5: Outlet concentrations of SO2 and SO3, and temperature during an SO2

oxidation experiment over the Cu-SSZ-13 SCR catalyst. Inlet concentrations: 100 vol.-

ppm SO2, 8 vol.-% O2, space velocity of 33,700 h−1 (Paper I).

The figure shows that below 500◦C, the sulfur balance is positive which means that

some sulfur is stored on the catalyst or on the walls of the quartz reactor tube. How

this sulfur is stored is not revealed by this experiment. However, when the temperature

reaches 450◦C, SO3 is detected by the gas phase FTIR analyzer. The SO3 concentration

never reaches stable levels and this is likely due to that SO3 adsorbs on surfaces more

strongly than SO2. At temperatures above 500◦C, the sulfur balance is negative, which

indicates that some of the sulfur adsorbed at lower temperatures desorbs above 500◦C.

After exposing the Cu-SSZ-13 SCR catalyst for SO2 and O2 at the highest temperature,

the remaining amount of sulfur on the catalyst sample was determined in two different

ways. To calculate the remaining amount of sulfur from the data collected by the FTIR

analyzer, the SO2 and SO3 concentrations versus time were integrated. The second way

to retrieve the concentration of sulfur on the sample after the experiment was to per-

form a sulfur analysis, both methods showed that the concentration of sulfur on the

sample after the experiment was 0.14 wt.-%.
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The sulfur content of some of the SO2 exposed samples, regenerated samples and fresh

samples are presented in Table 4.1. From the table, it can be seen that the sample ex-

posed to SO2 at 350◦C (S350) contains much less sulfur than the sample exposed to SO2

at 280◦C (B-S280), although the catalyst formulations differ slightly (S350 is catalyst A

and B-S280 catalyst B). It can also be seen that regeneration at 700◦C results in almost

complete removal of sulfur which was the aim when choosing that high regeneration

temperature. In addition to sulfur, also increased levels of P, Zn and Ca were found in

the engine-aged (E-A) samples, which most likely have an impact on the catalytic prop-

erties of these samples. It can also be seen that the sulfur levels are much lower for the

engine-aged samples. This is due to that the engine-aged and lab-aged samples have

been treated rather differently where the engine-aged samples have been subjected to

lower sulfur levels and exposed to SCR conditions and high temperatures.

4.1.1 Engine aged Cu-SSZ-13 SCR catalyst

As mentioned in the previous section, the engine-aged Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst samples con-

tain phosphorous, zinc and calcium in addition to the investigated catalyst poison sul-

fur. These additional catalyst poisons have an impact on the SCR activity of the catalyst,

which can be seen in Figure 4.6. The rate constant for the standard SCR reaction at

Table 4.1: Sulfur content in samples analyzed by XRF. I=inlet of the catalyst, O=outlet

of the catalyst

Sample Sulfur content [wt-%]

Fresh <0.005

S220, R700 0.03

S280, R700 0.03

S350 0.27 (I), 0.3 (O)

B-Fresh <0.005

B-S280 0.43

B-S280, R700 0.06 (I), 0.09 (O)

E-A in 0.11

E-A in, R700 0.08

E-A out 0.07
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alyst samples during the at 220 and 280◦C. Inlet concentrations during the test: 1000

vol.-ppm NOx and NH3, 10 vol.-% O2, 5 vol.-% H2O and a space velocity of 120,000 h−1

(Paper I).

220◦C has decreased significantly for the engine-aged catalyst compared to the fresh

catalyst. The rate constant at 280◦C is also lower compared to the fresh catalyst, how-

ever not to the same extent as at the lower temperature. It can also be seen in the figure

that the fast SCR reaction is considerably less affected than the standard SCR reaction.

Moreover, the catalyst exposed to SO2 at 280◦C in the flow reactor is more severely

deactivated than the engine-aged catalyst. However, after regeneration at 700◦C the ac-

tivity of the lab aged catalyst is restored whereas the engine-aged catalyst only slightly

regains activity.

When it comes to N2O selectivity, shown in Figure 4.7, the engine-aged Cu-SSZ-13 SCR

catalyst shows a small decrease and the lab-aged catalyst shows a considerable decrease

in N2O selectivity for the standard SCR reaction conditions at 220◦C. For the fast SCR

conditions at the same temperature, the difference in N2O selectivity between the lab-

aged and engine-aged samples is more substantial. At 280◦C, the N2O selectivity of

the engine-aged catalyst is higher compared to the fresh catalyst for all SCR reaction

conditions, while the N2O selectivity for the lab-aged catalyst is is similar or lower
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compared to the fresh catalyst.
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Figure 4.7: N2O selectivity of the inlet part of the engine-, lab-aged and regenerated

Cu-SSZ-13 SCR catalysts during a) the standard and fast SCR reactions at 220◦C, and

b) the standard, fast and NO2-rich SCR reactions at 280◦C. Inlet concentrations during

the test: 1000 vol.-ppm NOx and NH3, 10 vol.-% O2, 5 vol.-% H2O and a space velocity

of 120,000 h−1 (Paper I).

As was seen in Figure 4.4 all samples had similar or an increased NH3 storage capacity

after SO2 exposure as compared to the fresh sample. The engine-aged sample, how-

ever, showed the opposite result where the NH3 storage capacity was slightly decreased

after SO2 exposure. After regeneration a slight increase in NH3 storage capacity was

observed.

4.2 Deactivation of the vanadia-based catalyst from the

use of biofuels

The vanadia-based SCR catalyst samples were tested before and after field-aging in two

heavy-duty vehicles fuelled with HVO and FAME, respectively. The catalytic activity was

tested in standard SCR experiments with an inlet gas composition consisting of 400

vol.-ppm NO, 400 vol.-ppm NH3, 8 vol.-% O2 and 5 vol.-% H2O with argon as balance.

The experiments were performed in a temperature ramp of 5◦C/min from 500 to 100◦C

with a space velocity of 40,000 h−1. The results show that the NOx conversion over

the catalyst samples taken from the vehicle powered by FAME is severely affected, see

Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: NH3 (a) NO (b) conversion during standard-SCR experiments over the fresh

and field-aged vanadia-based SCR catalysts. Fresh (red), HVOin (light green), HVOout

(dark green), FAMEin (light blue) and FAMEout (dark blue). The samples were exposed

to 400 vol.-ppm NO, 400 vol.-ppm NH3, 8 vol.-% O2 and 5 vol.-% H2O with Ar as balance

(Paper II).

The inlet and outlet samples of the catalyst field-aged with FAME as fuel show similar

SCR activity at the higher temperatures, however at the lower temperatures the activity

of the FAMEin sample is lower. This could be due to a high coverage of soot on the

inlet of the sample. It could also be due to a high concentration of alkali metals on the

FAMEin sample that was seen from the XPS analysis, see Table 4.2. The XPS analysis also

reveal that the catalyst samples taken from the vehicle fuelled with HVO have the same

amount of carbon (or higher) on the inlet and outlet samples as the catalyst samples

taken from the vehicle fuelled with FAME. However, the HVO samples show almost as

high SCR activity as the fresh catalyst. This indicates that soot is not the cause of the

decrease in SCR activity for the FAME samples.

Table 4.2: The surface atomic concentrations of the fresh and field-aged vanadia-based

catalysts as obtained by XPS analysis.

Sample Ti V W Si O C Ca Mg Zn P K Na

Fresh 6.8 0.6 1.5 20 65 6.2 - - - - - -

HVO in 4.9 0.4 0.9 11 52 26 0.8 1.2 0.1 0.9 - -

HVO out 7.0 0.5 1.4 15 61 13 0.9 - - 0.1 - -

FAME in 3.5 0.4 0.6 11 53 21 0.7 3.4 0.8 2.5 Yes Yes

FAME out 6.3 0.5 1.0 17 65 7.8 1.0 - 0.2 0.8 Yes -
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From the XPS results it can be seen that the FAME inlet and outlet sample contains 0.8

and 0.2 at.% Zn, respectively. For the samples from the catalyst field-aged with HVO,

only the inlet sample shows traces of Zn (0.1 at.%). Both the HVO and FAME samples

contain Ca, the outlet section of both catalysts shows higher calcium concentrations

than the inlet section (FAMEout 1.0 at.%, HVOout 0.9 at.%, FAMEin 0.7 at.%, HVOin

0.8 at.%). The FAME samples show traces of K while traces of sodium are found on the

inlet section of the catalyst field-aged with FAME. The phosphorous content is higher

for the FAME samples as well with a significant amount of 2.5 at.% of P on the FAME

inlet sample. The corresponding concentration for the HVO inlet is 0.8 at.%. The dif-

ferences in concentrations between the FAME and HVO could partly be explained by

the difference in driving time for the two vehicles. The results from the NH3 oxida-

tion experiments show similar trends as the results from the standard SCR experiments.

The activity for NH3 oxidation decreases for both the HVO and FAME samples but con-

siderably more for the FAME samples which is shown in Figure 4.9. A slightly larger

difference between inlet and outlet for the FAME samples, when compared with the

HVO samples, is also seen and this could be due to the presence of sodium on the inlet

sample or the high concentration of phosphorous on the same sample. From the TPD

results in Figure 4.10 it can bee seen that the amount of NH3 stored on the samples

from the catalyst field-aged with HVO as fuel is marginally lower compared to the fresh

catalyst. However, the catalyst amount of stored NH3 is considerably lower for the cata-

lyst field-aged with FAME as fuel. Furthermore, the amount of stored NH3 is higher for

the inlet than for the outlet section of catalyst field-aged with FAME. The higher amount

of stored NH3 on the FAME inlet sample can be due to storage on acidic species, e.g.

phosphate or sulfate.
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Chapter 5

Concluding remarks and Outlook

Deactivation of automotive catalysts is an important topic since long-term deactivation

of these catalysts will lead to increased emissions of compounds that are detrimental

to environment and human health. One example of such a compound is NOx that is

normally efficiently reduced by the SCR catalyst. In this thesis the deactivation of two

different types of SCR catalysts has been studied.

The Cu-SSZ-13 SCR catalysts studied in paper I have high hydrothermal stablity,

however this type of catalyst is sensitive to sulfur poisoning and consequently, the influ-

ence of sulfur exposure has been studied. More specifically the influence of temperature

during SO2 exposure on the low-temperature SCR activity was studied. It was shown

that the lowest investigated exposure temperature led to the highest uptake of sulfur

causing most severe deactivation. It has previously been seen by Wijayanti et al. that

the deactivation after SO2 exposure is most severe for standard SCR in comparison with

fast and NO2 rich SCR, and that is also seen in this study [34]. It was also shown, in

paper I, that the selectivity for N2O formation decreased after SO2 exposure. However,

the formation of N2O increases with the NO2/NOx ratio which is in line with results

reported by Toops et al., i.e. when the concentration of NO2 in the feed is increased

the selectivity towards N2O also increases [41]. The engine-aged sample showed a de-

creased NOx reduction ability and an increased selectivity towards N2O formation which

most likely is caused by poisons present in the fuel and engine-oil used in the vehicle.

Deactivation due to SO2 exposure is a minor issue for the vanadia-based SCR cat-

alyst studied in paper II since this type of catalyst does not take up sulfur to the same

extent as the Cu-SSZ-13 catalyst. The amount and type of catalyst poisons that the

catalyst is subjected to depend on the type of fuel and also the origin of the fuel. The in-
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troduction of more biofuels into the vehicle fuel market could cause some problems due

to non strict standards for these fuels leading to higher contents of catalyst poisons that

could decrease the activity of the catalytic converters in the exhaust emission systems.

In paper II the impact on a vanadia-based SCR catalyst from the use of two different

biofuels has been investigated. The two fuels used were HVO and FAME and from paper

II it can be seen that the use of FAME is much more detrimental to the SCR catalyst than

the use of HVO. Both the activity for NOx reduction and NH3 oxidation decrease sub-

stantially after field-aging with FAME as fuel. Also the NH3 storage capacity decreased

considerably after field-aging in the vehicle fuelled by FAME. The deactivation of the

samples taken from the FAME fuelled vehicle is likely caused by the accumulation of

P, Ca, Zn and Mg that were detected on the surface of those samples. These catalyst

poisons most likely originates from the FAME fuel.

In this thesis the deactivation effect from sulfur and biofuels has been investigated

but not only the catalyst poison itself is of interest when it comes to catalyst deactiva-

tion. The scale of the experiments does also impact the results. In paper I, lab scale

experiments were performed with engine-aged samples, and it was shown that many

more parameters are significant when studying an engine-aged sample in comparison

to a lab-aged sample. It was also shown that many more catalyst poisons than sulfur

are present. With that said it is important to conduct deactivation studies in accelerated

experiments in-lab scale. However, it is also important to see the full picture by per-

forming engine experiments as well and that is part of the future goals for this project,

to perform experiments where all parts of the emission control system are present.
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